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Take some time out to change your perspective, There is a name that stands apart. A name that you can rely upon from concept to installation.

With the flexibility of materials, styles and shape to match your design, the name Victor will ensure that your next servery counter will be

commissioned to meet your exact requirements.

For over 50 years we have manufactured counters that meet the changing needs of the professional caterer, gaining an enviable reputation for

both product quality and service. An important feature of Victor Custom Counters is that although each counter is designed to your specification

and configuration, the working parts

of the equipment are based upon

previously tried and tested

refrigerated and heated modules

from our proven range of standard

products. This gives you the

reassurance that your new

counter will perform under the

rigours of a commercial

catering operation.

As an ISO 9001 quality approved

manufacturer, all Victor products

are supported by a 12 month parts

& labour warranty. Victor Custom

Counters exceed customer expectations

in terms of performance, ease of service and durability.

Often working in conjunction with architects and interior designers

as well as food service consultants, we are constantly called upon to

translate the essential visual ambience of a scheme into a distinctive counter

at a competitive price. Our dedicated contracts team is able to provide advice and

a rapid quotation to meet your requirements. To ensure you know exactly how your

finished counter will look, our skilled CAD operators are able to provide 3D layout plans

and colour visuals when required.

By adding that extra dimension to your counter,

Victor will provide an outstanding

service from design to installation.

With one dedicated point of

contact to help you create the

counter of your choice. Victor

will provide you with a quality

assured product, to an agreed

specification, to match your needs.

The clever combination of styling and finish enhances the

most simple designs to the height of elegance. Victor are

accustomed to working with a diversity of materials that adds

that extra dimension to the finishing touches of your counter.

Counter tops can be produced in stainless steel, brass, ceramic

tile, Corian, quartz or granite. Frontages can be metallic, polished

wood, laminates or decorative stainless steel. Gantry designs are

limited only by the imagination, by combining different materials and

finishes, highly attractive yet functional gantries can be created to provide

a cost effective practical solution.
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Bespoke servery counter at a special needs school. The counter features low level counter, wheel chair bump protectors and sneeze screen edge guards.
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Silestone topped counter with LED lighting and glass fronted body panels.
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Silestone topped multi-use servery counter installation at an independent girls school.
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Synergy units installed without gantries - The bains marie wells are covered with matching inserts to form a drinks serving point for evening functions.

Rear view showing refrigeration venting, roll under hot cupboards and control boxes.
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Independent school extended granite topped fixed counter with Synergy drop-ins, inlaid stainless steel trayslide and oak feature supports.
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Independent school extended granite topped fixed counter with Synergy drop-ins, inlaid stainless steel trayslide &, curved feature to one end.

Counter showing low level two tier 5 pan Synergy multi-tier and flush routed grill.
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Hospital shop-fitted counter approx. 18 metres long - Corian top with illumination under light pelmet.
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 Custom large beverage and tray pick up unit.

Custom cutlery pick up and payment station.
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Modular & fixed granite topped servery units - hospital catering facility.

Multi-point slate top servery counter at UK independent university.
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Granite topped servery counter-staff dining facility at a UK Building Society.

Curved counter - central London staff dining facility.
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Corian topped shop fitted counter featuring Synergy drop-ins at staff dining facility.

Curved counter - staff dining facility at a UK insurance company.
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Granite topped counter featuring cook station and mirror finish stainless steel kick plinths.

Granite topped counter featuring back to wall multi-tier displays.
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Stainless steel top counter units at comprehensive school - note arrangement of back to back multi-tier displays.

Corian topped counter in theatre bar featuring refrigerated multi-tiers.
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Comprehensive school stainless steel topped counter fish plate butted featuring Synergy drop-in modules and P.C.S frontage installation in intergrated with pillars and roller shutter.

Stainless Steel topped counter with curved ends.
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Granite topped carvery counter. Photographed at our factory prior to installation.

Bespoke hot buffet unit featuring heated plate lowerators and soup wells.
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